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Barcelona Culture Pilots walk 1: Local Civic Centres and more in the old Town
From April 2012 to April 2013, Trànsit Projectes organized with 3 groups of youngsters the Barcelona
Culture Pilots walks. During this time the cultural managers, creative agents and youth workers involved in
the project traced their own particular walk, from the offices of Trànsit Projectes to the Fundation Bayt
al-Thaqafa, the Civic Centres and Youth Centres or Casals of the Pati Llimona and the Convent Sant
Agustí. Their experience of interactions with each other and youths from many different cultural
backgrounds, marks in a special way this journey guided by the Culture Pilots Project, but experienced
differently by the participants, and anyone retracing their steps in the future.

Trànsit Projectes
Carrer Bòria, 17

http://blog.transit.es/

We start our walk in front of the Trànsit Projectes offices, where cultural managers and creative agents work daily
on new projects. We follow carrer Bòria to carrer Carders, where many local and immigrant artists and artisans
have their shops. You may find one of our Culture Pilot participants having a Cafe in any of the small Bars along
the way...

Centre Cívic i Joves Convent Sant Agustí
Carrer Comerç, 36
http://conventagusti.com/
You will definitely find some of us Culture Pilot's participants in the Bar del Convent.
We love it not just for the friendly Chilean staff, but also for the kid's area and because there is always something
going on, like a local musician playing in the cloister, some kids roller blading, a dog on a skate...

Fundació Bayt al -Thaqafa
Carrer Princesa, 14, 1st floor

http://www.bayt-al-thaqafa.org/

After the Convent Sant Agustí, we stop in front of the Fundació Bayt al-Thaqafa, where we might catch some of the
participants at a Catalan class...

Pati Llimona
Centro Cívico and Casal Infantil
Carrer Regomir, 3
http://www.bcn.cat/centrecivicpatillimona/
After the hustle and bustle of the streets of Barcelona, we love to take a rest here at the Pati Llimona. In the
summer we bring our lunch pack or sandwich, and eat in the quiet courtyard, and afterwards we usually catch a
free contemporary photography exhibition (they change every 2 weeks!), in the Civic Centre. For those of you who
don't know the city, you can get an impression of our life in Barcelona, here at the Pati Llimona, looking at art and
architecture from the Romans up to today... Enjoy :)

